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For this assignment you are going to make a hyper haiku.

Haiku is a form of short Japanese verse which has three lines, with the number of syllables 5, 7, 5.
It is an imagistic poetry, in other words, it evokes sights and sounds that draw on feelings, and it 
typically contains a seasonal reference and references to nature.

For this assignment, you will build a small website around a haiku of your choice.  Each line of the 
haiku will be linked to a separate webpage, with its own image or set of images, for a minimum of four 
pages.

In terms of the navigation, you should be able to navigate both from the poem to each image page, or 
follow the images from page to page. You can also repeat the text on those pages.

You will need to create an overall look for the site, picking colors, fonts and layout to suit your 
purpose, as well as any accompanying illustrations or images.  These will be coded on a separate CSS 
page which is included in the template.

Although the project is fairly simple the key is good organization. Name things clearly.  Your images in 
one folder, the HTML and CSS in another, your navigation simple, etc.  

You can approach the project either via the poem (You write it and then go shoot some photos to go 
with the text.)  or via the images (You go take some pictures and then write a poem based on what you 
found.)

The images:  The theme is Spring in New York, and the key is your own interpretation, poignant, funny, 
tender, or brutal, it's up to you.   Please create your own images for this project. Other people's images 
rarely express what you want to say.

HAIKU

The father of modern haiku is Matsuo Bashō (1644–1694).  His most famous poem is:

Old pond . 
A frog leaps in.
Water’s sound.

One that has a spring theme:

Yes, spring has come
This morning a nameless hill
Is shrouded in mist

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matsuo_Bash%C5%8D


http://thegreenleaf.co.uk/hp/basho/00bashohaiku.htm

http://oaks.nvg.org/basho.html

A contemporary of Basho was Onitsura 

http://thegreenleaf.co.uk/hp/onitsura/00haiku.htm

A more modern haiku poet was Masaoku Shiki:

http://oaks.nvg.org/other-haiku.html

The American beat poet Gary Snyder gave a short speech when he received the Masaoku Shiki prize in 
2004.

http://www.modernhaiku.org/issue36-2/GarySnyder.html

For this assignment you can either use a classic haiku, or better yet, write one of your own.

Here are a set of instructions for writing your own.

1. ) Think about a theme for your haiku and write down some of the words that come to mind 
on that theme.

 

2.) Organize your thoughts roughly onto three lines. First, set the scene, then expand on that by 
expressing a feeling, making an observation or recording an action. Keep it simple.

3.)Polish your haiku into three lines, the first with five syllables, the second line with seven 
syllables and the third line with five syllables. It may take some time and substitution of words 
to make it fit.

Read more: How to Write a Haiku | eHow.com http://www.ehow.com/how_3336_write-
haiku.html#ixzz1IfNMYe5I

http://www.ehow.com/how_3336_write-haiku.html#ixzz1IfNMYe5I
http://www.ehow.com/how_3336_write-haiku.html#ixzz1IfNMYe5I
http://www.ehow.com/how_3336_write-haiku.html#ixzz1IfNMYe5I
http://www.modernhaiku.org/issue36-2/GarySnyder.html
http://oaks.nvg.org/other-haiku.html
http://thegreenleaf.co.uk/hp/onitsura/00haiku.htm
http://oaks.nvg.org/basho.html
http://thegreenleaf.co.uk/hp/basho/00bashohaiku.htm


Hyper Haiku – Technical Details

The idea with this project is to use a template, a set of pages created in html, and modify them for your 
own purposes.  

The template comes in the form of a compressed zip file.  When you decompress it, you'll find a set of 
folders.  The main folder is HAIKU-160FA11.  Inside it are two subfolders, Assets, and html.

The Assets folder holds pictures.  The html folder has the html files for the four pages of the site, plus 
a .css file.

The main page of the site is “index.html”.    Then there are 3 pages, one for each line of the poem.  

You will be modifying the template based on your own ideas.  Your own images will go in the Assets 
folder.  

In order to change the look of the pages, you will need to modify both the html and the .css  pages. 
You will use TextWrangler to look at the html and css as code.  Every time you do something you will 
want to check what it looks like on your browser (Firefox, Chrome, etc.).

The first thing to do is just look at a page of code and try to figure out what on the actual web page it  
refers to.  To do this you need to see where the actual content is, where the various formal bits of code 
that go in the header are, etc.  One of the things in the head of the page is a line that says what language 
it will display in.  Another important line is the one that tells the browser what css page will be the 
source of its style info.

You also have a sample project to give you an idea what is involved.

Both the template and the sample project have comments, which in Text Wrangler should appear in 
gray to let you know what the specific lines of code do.

Remember, in HTML the comments are made using the following combo:

<!--  comment - - >

For instance, in the sample project, there is a banner that has been added.  The comments show you 
where it was inserted.

 <div id="mainContent">
<img src="../Assets/hyperbanner.png">
<!-- here is where I went from the old text to my new banner -->

In addition to these sheets there is a .pdf that includes some basic information about writing a css rule.

One important thing to think about with any css rule is whether it refers to an id  or a class.  An “id” 
refers to something that is unique, that will only appear once in your site.  A “class” is a term for an 
element of your site that will reappear over and over, such as a banner, or a menu or a text section.
In css a rule referring to an 'id' starts with a hashmark #, while for a 'class' you use a “.”, a simple 
period.



HTML and CSS

Most websites are done with css or 'Cascading Style Sheets.'  A style sheet allows you to modify one 
document and change the look of a whole website.  To get a sense of how powerful this tool is, take a 
look at a site like http://www.csszengarden.com/

As a beginning site designer, having to learn both HTML and CSS, you might feel it is a lot.  The two 
languages are similar, but not the same.  So it's sort of like learning Spanish and Italian at the same 
time.   But since pretty much nobody only works with just HTML any more, it doesn't make too much 
sense to learn one without the other.  

CSS was a big breakthrough when it was introduced.  It works by dividing up pages into sections that 
you can name.  The sections are divisions, called “divs”.  You then write “rules” which define how 
those sections are treated.  So your header can be a div, your menu another, both nested inside a div for 
the whole page.

Since you have a template to work with, you can play with the css and see what effect you can get on 
the pages.  

Here is the index page of the haiku with the divs marked :

http://www.csszengarden.com/


FILM/MEDIA 160 • Website How To
Adding Your Own Photos to the Hyperhaiku Site

Once you have taken your photos and you have them as digital files that will display in a browser, you 
can put them in the Assets folder.

For each page (LINE_ONE.html, etc.)  you should open the page in TextWrangler and find the line 
which lists the image source for the picture.

These are called “image boxes” one, two and three respectively.

Replace the code with the code for the new image you are adding.

Take a look at what you've done.  TextWrangler has a button that takes you back to the source file so 
you can open it in your browser.  

Did the picture insert?  If not, check your spelling, and make sure you've got the right line in the html.

More likely, the picture inserts, but is not the right size.  (Also check that the picture is in a .jpg format.  
If you open it in Photoshop, you may have wound up with a .psd file, which will not open in a browser.

There are two ways to solve a size problem.  One is to use Photoshop to resize the picture to something 
that will fit in a browser window.  I used a size of 400 wide by 533 tall for 'portrait' style images.  

Alternatively, you can add code for the size and height of the image you are using.  This has been done 
in the sample on pages LINE_TWO.html, and LINE_THREE.html.

In that case, you can just adjust the number of pixels.  Be careful not to distort your picture.  You may 
have to use a calculator to figure out the right dimensions.  

Making a Haiku Banner/ Lucas

How did I made the Hyperhaiku Banner I used in the website?

First I turned on the Japanese language function of my computer, by using the “Language & Text” 
aspect of “System Preferences”



I created a banner in Photoshop, specifying a size of 600 x 150 pixels, and a white background.

I found the word “haiku” in Japanese, by going to Wikipedia and cut-and-pasting.

Then I pasted the Japanese word into the Photoshop doc.

I then used the Text tool to create a couple of other words in English “hyper” and “haiku”, and I 
positioned them on the banner.  I used a font called Synchro LET.

I saved the banner as a .png  file, which both flattens and compresses the file.  I put the banner in the 
Assets folder that holds the images.

Then I opened the 'index.html' page in TextWrangler.  I looked for the line of code that has the banner 
text in it, in this case, the line that says “Assignment for Media 160 Students”.  I removed that code, 
and replaced it with an HTML command

<img src="../Assets/hyperbanner.png"> 

Img  (image) is the element.

Scr (source) is the attribute.

“hyperbanner.png” is the value (which always goes in quotes.)

You will also notice the pair of periods and the backslash in front of Assets.  That is HTML for 'go up 
one level and look for the folder.'

NOTE:  the element img doesn't surround text (like <body>   </body> or most HTML commands) so it 
has it's closing backslash just before the > at the end.

Then I cut and pasted the new code into the other pages as well, so I would have banners on all four.

I added the command <a href="index.html">  <img src="../Assets/hyperbanner.png"> </a> which send 
the browser back to the index.html page when the banner is clicked.

For more Basho poems see  website: http://thegreenleaf.co.uk/hp/basho/00bashohaiku.htm




